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Properties
 » Cemented liner or open hole
 » Horizontal and vertical wells
 » Oil or gas formations, and sour wells
 » High pressure, high temperature 
 » Matches or exceeds parent casing 

specifications
 » Lower fracture rates
 » Re-frac or acid placements
 » Coiled tubing or jointed tubing 

applications

 » High rate through-tubing capability

Features & Benefits
 » Positive locate and lock at each stage
 » Unlimited stage fracture sequence
 » Full bore access
 » Single trip completion
 » Flow control during production
 » Sandport frac sleeves compact design for 

easy and safe handling on the rig floor
 » Post-fracture flowback management 

alternatives
 » No ball seats required to drill out
 » Sleeve confirmation with Echo shift 

confirmation by surface visual indication
 » Guidehawk adds a complete memory 

instrumentation package
 » Fracture fluid optimization capability
 » Water flood shut off
 » Options for completions: open-only, open-

frac-close and re-open at any future date

Surefrac
Unlimited Stage Sequencing

Kobold’s Surefrac service provides operators with a downhole system 
to fracture a well formation in an efficient and cost-effective manner. 
Faster sleeve locate and transition time between stages help reduce 
pumping, coil tubing and other associated operational costs. Kobold 
has engineers these downhole tools to ensure reliable results, while 
maximizing productivity over fracturing multiple stages.

The Surefrac service, with its Sandhawk bottomhole assembly, deliver 
unlimited stage sequencing within a frac program. The Surelocate 
feature reliably locates and locks only into our Sandport frac sleeve 
profile, providing operators with additional confidence at every stage.

These unique Kobold differentiators, enable the ability to always locate 
Sandport frac sleeves, open and/or close with confirmation, and quickly 
transition between stages.

114.3 mm
4.5 in

139.5 mm
5.5 in

Casing Size

17.26 - 20.09 kg/m
11.60 - 13.50 lb/ft

25.30 - 29.76 kg/m
17.00 - 20.00 lb/ft

Casing Weight

53,600 - 85,600 kPa
7,780 - 12,410 psi

73,400 - 87,100 kPa
12,410-12,640 psi

Max. Differential
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Sandport Open-Only Frac Sleeves
Kobold’s open-only frac sleeves are easy to 
handle for fast and efficient installation. The 
Surefrac service then opens the Sandport 
sleeves, leaving the ports locked open. 
Our open-only sleeve provides confidence 
in locating target stages and maximizes 
efficiency of frac operations.

Properties
 » Available for 114.3 mm (4.5 in) and   

139.7 mm (5.5 in) liner casing
 » Oil, gas and sour wells
 » Torque-through design for quick and 

easy installation 
 » Matches or exceeds parent casing           

specifications
 » Enhanced internal seal redundancy 
 » Multiple ports provide 360º access to 

the formation
 » Available in a variety of API thread            

connections

Features & Benefits
 » Install the Sandport frac sleeves in any 

sequence
 » Sleeves are lightweight, easy to handle 

on the rig floor for a safe and fast 
installation

 » The Sandport frac sleeves unique 
Surelocate profile assures 100% 
positive locate and lock

 » The reclosable sleeves allows you to 
selectively shut off water production, 
unwated gas production, and thief 
zones

 » Selectively control the influx of wellbore 
fluid stage-by-stage during the entire 
life cycle of the well

Sandport Frac Sleeves
Durable and Reliable Sleeves

Kobold engineers durable, high-performing sliding sleeves that reduce 
frac time, project costs and risk. 

Our sliding sleeve is designed to function predictably and consistently, 
with enhanced sealing and pressure integrity. Each Sandport sleeve 
encompasses 360º ports for penetration of the target formation. 

Kobold provides both a reclosable sleeve for open-frac-close completions, 
and a compact open-only sleeve design. The internal sleeve features 
a Surelocate profile, providing positive locate confirmation with our 
Sandhawk bottomhole assembly. 

Sandport Reclosable Frac Sleeves

The reclosable sleeves provide a reliable solution during the intial fracture 
and ongoing wellbore production management. During completions, the 
Sandport sleeves can be opened once or closed post-frac. This provides 
the flexibility to optimize well production, or to implement a water flood 
strategy during the well’s life cycle.

This completion method allows for future wellbore management to re-
energize production or close off water thief zones. Closing sleeves after 
the frac, can also reduce the requirement for post-frac clean-out runs for 
increased operational savings.

114.3 mm Sandport Reclosable Sleeve

114.3 mm Sandport Open-Only Sleeve



Sandport Frac Sleeves
Durable and Reliable Sleeves

Grade Weight  Collapse Burst   Max O.D. Min. I.D. Sleeve 
Weight

Sleeve 
Length

L-80 17.26 kg/m
11.60 lb/ft

43,800 kPa
6,350 psi

53,600 kPa
7,780 psi

139.7 mm
5.5 in

101.6 mm
4.00 in

32.4 kg
71.4 lb

80.44 cm
31.7 in

L-80 20.09 kg/m
13.50 lb/ft

58,900 kPa
8,450 psi

62,200 kPa
9,020 psi

99.6 mm
3.92 in

33.5 kg
73.8 lb

P-110 17.26 kg/m
11.60 lb/ft

52,300 kPa
7,580 psi

73,700 kPa
10,690 psi

101.6 mm
4.00 in

32.4 kg
71.4 lb

P-110 20.09 kg/m
13.50 lb/ft

73,700 kPa
10,690 psi

85,600 kPa
12,410 psi

99.6 mm
3.92 in

33.5 kg
73.8 lb

 Sandport Reclosable Frac Sleeves 114.3 mm (4.5 in)

Sleeve Specifications

Grade Weight  Collapse Burst   Max O.D. Min. I.D. Sleeve 
Weight 

Sleeve 
Length 

P-110 25.30 kg/m
17.00 lb/ft

51,600 kPa
7,480 psi

73,400 kPa
10,640 psi 168.3 mm

6.63 in

124.3 mm
4.89 in

41.5 kg
91.5 lb 74.16 cm

29.2 inP-110 29.76 kg/m
20.00 lb/ft

76,500 kPa
11,100 psi

87,100 kPa
12,640 psi

121.4 mm
4.78 in

43.7 kg
96.3 lb

 Sandport Reclosable Frac Sleeves 139.7 mm (5.5 in)

Grade Weight  Collapse Burst   Max O.D. Min. I.D. Sleeve 
Weight

Sleeve 
Length

L-80 17.26 kg/m
11.60 lb/ft

43,800 kPa
6,350 psi

53,600 kPa
7,774 psi

139.7 mm
5.5 in

101.6 mm
4.00 in

15.89 kg
35.0 lb

46.40 cm
18.3 in

 Sandport Open-Only Frac Sleeves 114.3 mm (4.5 in)

All specifications listed above are for API LT&C threads but available in BT&C threads.
Please contact our Technical Sales Team for more information at info@koboldinc.com 
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Properties

 » Minimal footprint on the wellhead with 
self-contained Wi-Fi and battery pack

 » Kobold Tool Supervisor actively 
monitors the visual indicators to 
confirm downhole tool movements and 
successful stage shifts

 » The Echo attachment easily mounts 
directly on the wellhead in under five 
minutes

Features & Benefits

 » Reliable shifting confirmation with 
private Wi-Fi network to view 
from anywhere in the world during 
completions

 » Accurately confirms depths of the 
downhole mechanical events 

 » Positively registered depth 
confirmation at 7 kilometers (4.3 miles) 
in a horizontal wellbore

 » Record real-time verification and 
overlay with Guidehawk downhole 
memory instrumentation sub to 
capture multiple data points

Echo
Real-Time Frac Sleeve Shift Confirmation

A successful frac program requires dependable technology that 
reliably demonstrates downhole confirmation. Kobold has engineered 
Echo real-time frac sleeve confirmation system that instantly detects 
a mechanical event as it occurs downhole. This event creates an 
acoustic signature captured by the sensory-on-surface system. 
Kobold’s software displays a visual signature of when a sleeve is 
shifted by a mechanical bottomhole assembly or other means. Echo 
can communicate through a private and secure Wi-Fi connection, to 
visually chart the events at the site or from a remote location. 

The Echo service provides clients with a transparent record of what 
occured during the frac program. Echo saves time and second-guessing 
on location. We provide stage-by-stage confidence that our Sandport 
frac sleeves have been opened or closed with this real-time solution. 

Echo Wellhead Attachment and 
Echo Smartphone Display  
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Properties
 » Cemented or open hole
 » Oil and gas wells
 » Annular and through-tubing options

 » Recording specifications
 » Pressure-annular/tubing 2,000 Hz
 » Strain-tension/compression 2,000 Hz
 » Torque 2,000 Hz
 » Shock 2,000 Hz
 » High side 40 Hz
 » Temperature 40 Hz

 » Annular Tool Size
 » Outside diameter 69.50 mm (2.74 in)
 » Inside diameter     25.40 mm (1.00 in)
 » Total length            60.96 cm (2.40 in)

 » Through-Tubing Tool Size
 » Outside diameter 93.98 mm (3.70 in)
 » Inside diameter     43.18 mm (1.70 in)
 » Total length            60.96 cm (2.40 in) 

Features & Benefits
 » For conveyance with coiled tubing rig 

and well control equipment
 » Fits multiple coiled tubing sizes
 » Echol real-time frac sleeve confirma-

tion can offer verification and overlay 
with Guidehawk to capture multiple 
data points

 » Add-on option for the data integrity of 
the next well’s completions

Guidehawk
Downhole Memory Instrumentation

Analyzing downhole parameters are critical and necessary for reliable 
and efficent operations and learnings. Understanding the movements 
and forces directly connected to the bottomhole assembly, has 
helped improve the tool’s overall performance. Kobold developed 
the Guidehawk to ensure ongoing improvements in its downhole 
developments, along with capturing important post-frac data analysis 
for operators.

Guidehawk is a uniquely designed memory instrumentation sub that 
measures strain, pressure, temperature, shock and tool orientation. The 
Guidehawk solution allows for accurate downhole data to monitor tool 
movement between and during frac operations. This data sub provides 
assurances that the Sandhawk bottomhole assembly has opened or 
closed a Sandport frac sleeve.

Kobold engineered Guidehawk to advance our downhole technologies, 
based on the data accumulated during thousands of well completions. 
This instrumentation has also been beneficial for coiled tubing, service 
providers and operators with post-job analysis, to better understand 
the downhole environment. Guidehawk has given us the ability to 
identify potential well integrity issues and help mitigate risks.

Annular Flow
Guidehawk
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Properties
 » Cemented liner or open hole
 » Horizontal and vertical wells
 » Oil or gas formations, and sour wells
 » Re-fracs or acid squeezes
 » Coiled tubing or jointed tubing 

applications

Features & Benefits

 » The unique, multi-function design of 
the Sandhawk bottomhole assembly 
easily integrates with the Abrasa 
cutting tool to cut new zones to new or 
existing wellbores

 » Seamlessly add new stages in re-
fractured wells

 » Operational flexibility to shift open 
and close sleeves with the ability to 
add cuts at any point in the well profile 
without pulling out of hole

 » Single tool trip completions

Abrasafrac 
Casing Perforation Fracturing  

Kobold’s Abrasafrac service allow operators to cut new 
perforations, rather than bypassing producing zones. 

The Abrasa cutting tool is a module attached to the Sandhawk 
bottomhole assembly. This provides the option to perforate 
casing as required, or if frac initiation cannot be achieved between 
sliding sleeve fracture applications. Fracture fluid is then pumped 
down the annulus or through coiled tubing to gain further zone 
initiation.

The Abrasafrac service seamlessly works with Kobold’s Surefrac 
service. During a frac program, stages can be added between 
sleeves if formation breakdown is proving to be a challenge. 

114.3 mm
4.5 in

139.5 mm
5.5 in 

Casing Size

17.26 - 20.09 kg/m
11.60 - 13.50 lb/ft

25.30 - 29.76 kg/m
17.00 - 20.00 lb/ft

Casing Weight

53,600 - 85,600 kPa
7,780 - 14,410 psi

73,400 - 87,100 kPa
10,640 - 12,640 psi

Max. Differential
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Properties
 » Cemented liner or open hole
 » Horizontal and vertical wells
 » Oil or gas formations, and sour wells
 » New wells or existing wells
 » Fracture pumped down the coiled 

tubing or jointed tubing

 » Re-frac and acid placements 

Features & Benefits
 » Complete stage isolation for fracturing 
 » Minimal lost time on screen-outs as it 

can be circulated out
 » Sandhawk bottomhole assembly tool 

can be configured to provide Abrasa 
cutting tool perforations on the same 
run

 » Single tool trip completions
 » Positive locate at each stage

Isofrac 
Isolation Fracturing  

To re-stimulate existing or cutting new stages, Kobold has engineered 
the multi-functional Sandhawk bottomhole assembly to remediate and 
re-energize existing wellbores.

Kobold’s Isofrac service allows for complete isolation between stages. 
The Sandhawk bottomhole assembly is configured with a multiple cup 
assembly, which isolates each zone for fracture or remediation fluid 
placement.

In applications without Kobold’s Sandport frac sleeves, the Sandhawk 
bottomhole assembly can also be configured to straddle existing 
sleeves or perforations to allow treatment of these stages.

Kobold’s Isofrac service cost effectively allows access to the formation 
in new or existing wells for remediation, better initiation between stages 
and/or compromised casing integrity. 

114.3 mm
4.5 in 

139.5 mm
5.5 in

Casing Size

17.26 - 20.09 kg/m
11.60 - 13.50 lb/ft

25.30 - 29.76 kg/m
17.00 - 20.00 lb/ft

Casing Weight

53,600 - 85,600 kPa
7,780 - 12,410 psi

73,400 - 87,100 kPa
10,640 - 12,640 psi

Max. Differential
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Recording Specifications
 » Circulation and wellbore pressure
 » Weight on Bit
 » Torque 
 » Temperature
 » Vibration 

Features & Benefits

 » Monoconductor wireline or TEC inside 
coiled tubing (E-Coil)

 » 73 mm (2.87 in) tool diameter can pass 
a 22 mm (0.87 in) ball drop

 » Nitrified flow compatible, unlike mud-
pulse communication

 » Event detection of 10 readings per 
second from all sensors

 » Real-time, logged, configurable output 
(WITS, WITSML, 4-20 mA, etc.)

Coil-LinkTM  

Real-Time Downhole Data Solution

As the global industry drills deeper wells and longer laterals, the 
associated complexities, costs and risks increase. In a longer lateral, 
the friction increases and the string weight on surface becomes 
an unreliable measurement of weight on the drill bit. In addition, 
surface pressure readings can no longer reliably predict the 
differential pressure across the bottomhole assembly when nitrogen 
is introduced into the drilling fluid. Coil-LinkTM   for drilling is  a  real-
time  downhole  sensor  package used to supply accurate information 
about downhole conditions during coiled tubing operations.  
 
Kobold’s Coil-LinkTM communicates with the surface using a mono-
conductor E-line so you know exactly what is happening at the drill bit. 
Operators have the ability to make decisions quickly and with certainty 
before a problem occurs.

Coil-LinkTM provides precise real-time data that reduces non-productive 
time signifcantly by:
 » Avoiding unnecessary bit trips with real-time downhole motor and 

bit diagnostics
 » Avoiding or recovering from stalls in seconds even with nitrogen 

rich drilling fluid
 » Reducing stuck pipe events by controlling debris size and 

monitioring bottomhole pressure

for Drilling



Real-Time Downhole Data Solution

Technical Specifications
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Mechanical Service and Environment Tool Dimensions
Maximum Tensile         80,000lb            36,000 daN
Maximum Torque         2,500 ft-lb          0-3,400 Nm
Maximum Pressure     12,000 psi          830 bar
Operating
Temperature                 -13°F - 300°F      -25°C - 150°C

Diameter                          2.88 in   73 mm
Minimum Ball Path         0.94 in    23.8 mm
Length   36 - 42 in            1 m
Weight   74 lb                    33.6 kg

Circulation and Wellbore Pressure Measurement Vibration Measurement
Range               0 - 10,000 psi    0 - 690 bar
Peak              15,000 psi         1,000 bar
Accuracy             ±0.1% FS            ±0.1% FS
Resolution                      1 psi                 0.07 bar

Axial Range                     50 gn-RMS (0 - 6 kHz)
Lateral Range               70 gn-RMS (0 - 6 kHz)
Shock Range               85 gn-RMS (0 - 6 kHz)
Weight   0.2 gn

Weight on Bit Measurement Torque Measurement
Range               ±20,000 lb         ±9,000 daN
Accuracy             ±1.5% FS            ±1.5% FS 
Resolution             5 lb                      2.2 daN

Range                             0 - 2,500 ft-lb 0 - 3,400 Nm
Accuracy               ±1.5% FS    ±1.5% FS
Resolution  5 ft-lb                6.8 Nm

Temperature Measurement
Range              -13°F - 300°F      -40°C - 150°C
Accuracy             ±3.2°F                ±2°C
Resolution                     1.8°F           1°C 

Coil-LinkTM  

for Drilling



Head Office

#20, 1220 - 59th Ave SE
Calgary, AB  T2H 2M4

   Office +1 (403) 214-1550
   Fax  +1 (403) 206-7105
   Toll Free    +1 (855) 314-1550

Get in touch with our 
completions team.

www.koboldinc.com  |  info@koboldinc.com

                

Advanced 
downhole 

technologies,
expertly delivered

Kobold Completions is a private oilfield service company 
based in Calgary, Alberta. Our specializaqtion is coil-conveyed                                   

technology for well completions with leading-edge innovation on the horizon. 


